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GLOSSARY 

Affected Persons Affected persons (APs) are the members of the affected households those who 
experience full or partial, permanent or temporary physical displacement 
(relocation, loss of residential land, or loss of shelter) and economic displacement 
(loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods) 
resulting from (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on 
land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas. Although 
this definition of affected person is at variance with the usage in the SPS-2009, 
this is how it is understood and officially used in Uzbekistan, and it is not different 
from ‘displaced person’ defined in the SPS-2009.  

Affected Household A household consists of one or more people who live in the same dwelling and 
also share at meals or living accommodation, and may consist of a single family. 
In the project, household is the unit for compensation and all the members in a 
household are considered as affected persons. 

Compensation Payment for an asset to be acquired or affected by a project at replacement cost. 
Cut-off-date The date after which people will not be considered eligible for compensation i.e. 

they are not included in the list of AHs as defined by the census. If the country 
expropriation law does not specify a cut-off date, normally, the cut-off date is the 
date of the detailed measurement survey which will be based on the detailed and 
final engineering design. 

Economic 
Displacement 

Loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods 
as a result of (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on 
land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas. 

Entitlement The range of measures comprising cost of compensation, relocation cost, income 
rehabilitation assistance, transfer assistance, income substitution, and relocation 
which are due to /business restoration which are due to AH, depending on the 
type and degree nature of their losses, to restore their social and economic base. 
All entitlements will be given to all affected households as per the entitlement 
matrix. 

Inventory of 
Loss 

The inventory of assets getting affected by project. 

Illegal/Non 
recognizable 

HHs that are not registered their business, agriculture, residential and orchard and 
those who have no recognizable rights or claims to the land that they are 
occupying and includes people using private or state land without permission, 
permit or grant i.e. those people without legal lease to land and/or structures 
occupied or used by them. ADB’s SPS explicitly states that such people are 
entitled to compensation for their non-land assets. 

Hokimiyat Local government authority that interfaces between local communities and the 
government at the regional and national level. It has ultimate administrative and 
legal authority over local populations residing within its jurisdiction. 

Land 
acquisition 

The process whereby a person is compelled by a public agency to alienate all or 
part of the land s/he owns or possesses, to the ownership and possession of that 
agency, for public purposes, in return for fair compensation. 

Land Use rights According to Land Code (article 17) real persons (can have the land plot under 
the right of lifelong inheritable possession and land parcel use transferred as 
descent. This right is given to individual residential housing construction and 
collective gardening and vineyard (orchards), peasant farms. Juridical persons 
(enterprises, stores, and business) can possess land parcels according to the right 
to permanent possession, permanent use, temporary use, lease and property. In 
two above cases when person wants to sell the Property (land and building), he 
will sell the building & structure and subsequently land parcel will be sold as an 
attachment (right is being sold). 

Leaseholder Juridical person (farm) running agricultural production with the use of land parcels 
granted to him on a long-term lease. Lease term is limited up to fifty years but not 



 

 

less than for ten years. Leaseholder cannot sell - buy, mortgage, present, 
exchange the land 

Low Income Low-income households are classified as households where the monthly per 
capita income is less than US$ 2 per capita per day). 

Makhalla Is a local level community-based organization recognized official by the GoU that 
serves as the interface between state and community and is responsible for 
facilitating a range of social support facilities and ensuring the internal social and 
cultural cohesiveness of its members. Mahalla leaders are elected by their local 
communities. 

Meaningful 
Consultation 

A process that (i) begins early in the project preparation stage and is carried out 
on an ongoing basis throughout the project cycle; (ii) provides timely disclosure of 
relevant and adequate information that is understandable and readily accessible 
to affected people; (iii) is undertaken in an atmosphere free of intimidation or 
coercion; (iv) is gender inclusive and responsive, and tailored to the needs of 
disadvantaged and vulnerable groups; and (v)enables the incorporation of all 
relevant views of affected people and other stakeholders into decision making, 
such as project design, mitigation measures, the sharing of development benefits 
and opportunities, and implementation issues. 

Replacement 
cost 

Replacement cost is the principle to be complied with in compensating for lost 
assets. Calculation of which should include: (i) fair market value; (ii) transaction 
costs; (iii) interest accrued, (iv) transitional and restoration costs; and (v) other 
applicable payments, if any. Where market conditions are absent or in a formative 
stage, APs and host populations will be consulted to obtain adequate information 
about recent land transactions, land value by types, land titles, land use, cropping 
patterns and crop production, availability of land in the project area and region, 
and other related information. Baseline data on housing, house types, and 
construction materials will also be collected. Qualified and experienced experts 
will undertake the valuation of acquired assets. In applying this method of 
valuation, depreciation of structures and assets should not be taken into account. 

Severely Affected 
Households 

Severely affected households are those who lose more than 10% of their 
productive asset (income generating productive land) and or physically displaced. 

Significant impact 200 people or more will experience major impacts, which are defined as; (i) being 
physically displaced from housing, or (ii) losing 10% or more of their productive 
assets (income generating). 

Vulnerable 
Households 

Low-income households, female-headed households, the elderly headed 
household, households having physically challenged persons. 

Maslahatchi 
(Makhalla advisors)  

Specialist on work with people and informational, religious, mental, ethical and 
educational advisor. 
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Executive Summary 

 
i. This report is the Semi-annual Report on Social Safeguards Monitoring and Evaluation of 

Horticulture Value Chain Infrastructure Project- Establishment of agro-logistic centers 
(ALCs) in three locations—Andijan, Samarkand and Tashkent regions and it covers the 
period of January 2021 - June 2021. 
  

ii. The Government of Uzbekistan (Government) has requested Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) assistance for the establishment of three agro- logistics centers (ALCs), initially for 
horticulture, in three locations—Andijan, Samarkand, and Tashkent— considering 
international best practices. The ALCs will help expand horticulture export and thus 
promote better linkages with production, post-harvest processing, and handling following 
international quality, and safety standards. Increased export and domestic marketing of 
horticultural products will increase price transmission to small-scale producers, and small- 
and medium-sized agribusinesses. 
 

iii. The project implementation period will be three years (2021–2023). The Rural 
Restructuring Agency (UZAIFSA) is the executing agency for the Project. Both UZAIFSA 
and the Ministry of Investments and Foreign Trade (MIFT) are the project implementing 
agencies. A project management office (PMO) is established under UZAIFSA which is 
responsible for the overall land acquisition and resettlement (LAR) activities.  

 
iv. The PMO will ensure that land acquisition will be carried out in accordance with Safeguard 

Policy Statement (2009) requirements, and applicable laws and regulations of Uzbekistan 
that have been referred to in the land acquisition and resettlement plans (LARPs). The 
UZAIFSA’s PMO will ensure that the LARPs will be implemented and monitored to ensure 
that no project affected person will suffer by unattended impacts associated with land 
acquisition. The draft LARPs indicated that the project will require approximately 76 ha of 
land. Permanent land acquisition -30 ha Tashkent region, 23.6 ha Andijan region, 22 ha 
Samarkand region which will affect approximately 132 APs. 

 
v.  The basic objective of this Social Safeguard Semi-annual Monitoring Report is to assess 

the progress of social safeguards and resettlement impacts are undertaken during the 
implementation of the civil construction works of the project including the payment of 
compensations to the APs. 
 

vi. In dealing with Government and ADB policies and procedures, Project Administration 
Manual (PAM) has been disclosed by ADB in October 2018 which describes the essential 
administrative and management requirements to implement the project on time, within 
budget for which PAM is mandatory and serves as the main document describing 
implementation details. In compliance with the PAM, the project authority / Executive 
Agency follows and fulfills the requirements which mentioned in the PAM.  Moreover, in 
compliance with the issues of Involuntary Resettlement (IR) mentioned in the ADB SPS 
2009, the project authority/PMO gives prioritize to be fully complied with those raising IR 
issues.  
 

vii. In compliance with the ADB safeguard policy, the Social Safeguard Semiannual 
Monitoring Report is required to submit to ADB twice a year throughout the entire project 
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cycle. This social monitoring report is prepared dealing with the implementation process 
and progress of the approved LARPs while civil construction workers are being continued. 
The monitoring report covers the payment of compensation, community’s involvement and 
perception on the project activities, undesired adverse or additional social impacts on the 
community settlements etc. during the civil construction works that need to into account. 
 

viii. UZAIFSA has prepared Draft Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plans (LARPs) based 
on the preliminary design and confirmation by Khokimiyats of three regions (Tashkent, 
Andijan and Samarkand), proposed under the “Horticulture Value Chain Infrastructure 
Development Project”. In conducting the preliminary socio-economic census survey 
subsequent to finalization of the LARP, it has been addressed social issues derived from 
the acquisition of land and other assets, resulting in physical and / or economic 
displacement to families / individuals / community, either direct or indirect which is in 
compliance with ADB's Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009 and legislations of the Republic 
of Uzbekistan. 
 

ix. PMO will be responsible to control the compensation payment to the affected households 
due to land acquisition according to the process outlined in the LARPs. The civil works 
could only be commenced after compensation is fully paid to all the affected households.  

x. The draft LARPs will be updated after the detailed design is available, approximately in 
the first half of 2022. The resettlement specialist will carry out adequate consultations with 
the affected persons. The updated LARPs should indicate any change in land acquisition 
due to the detailed design, change in the number of the affected persons, and change in 
budget for the LARP implementation. However, the standards set in the entitlement matrix 
of the approved draft LARP cannot be lowered in the final LARP without any clear reasons;  

xi. The updated LARPs have to be submitted to ADB for concurrence prior to implementation 
and have to be submitted as early as possible after the detailed engineering design 
becomes available and disclosed on the ADB and PMO website. The PMO will be 
responsible to disclose relevant information from the updated LARP to the affected people; 

xii. The awarding of civil works contract will be done only after the affected households receive 
full payment of compensation, and a report on full payment of compensation needs to be 
submitted to ADB; 

xiii. A report on monitoring the implementation of the LARPs, including any grievances will be 
submitted to ADB on semi-annual basis until the payment of compensation to the affected 
households is completed; 
  

xiv. Public consultation (PC) was conducted on March 16, 2018 in administrative buildings of 
Andijan district khokimiyat, on March 15, 2018 in Jomboy district khokimiyat, Samarkand 
region and on May 27, 2020 in the secondary school #40 of Urta Chirchiq district, Tashkent 
region.  PC participants were introduced with project’s main features, results of 
environmental assessment and preliminary results of finding in terms of resettlements 
impacts. The Feasibility Consultant introduced Grievance Redress Mechanism and ADB 
requirements on public disclosure process. In total, 135 people from local communities 
participated in PCs, of which about 50 % were females.  
 

xv. The policy framework and entitlements for the project is based on national laws: Land 
Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan, 1998, the various Resolutions of the Cabinet of 
Ministers, and ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009. 
 

xvi. Project GRM includes three levels of complaints redressing received from affected 
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persons, which starts from project site level and up to Economic court of Uzbekistan. The 
aggrieved persons can also use the ADB Accountability Mechanism (AM) through the 
direct citizens’ application to the Head Quarter in Manila. UZAIFSA and its PMO will keep 
records of complaints received for its use and monitoring as well as for review by ADB 
during regular supervision missions. 

 

xvii. The Project Director, PMO, PCS, is overall in charge of coordination with the Khokimiyats 
of Tashkent, Samarkand and Andijan region for social safeguards compliance. 
 

xviii. Next Steps: The following actions planned to be completed for the next period of July - 
December 2021: (i) updating the LARPs according the final design, monitoring the process 
on unanticipated LAR impacts and compensation process; (ii) monitoring and assessment 
of complaints received by the project; (iii) monitoring of emerging and unanticipated LAR 
impacts during the construction and developing required actions and measures to mitigate 
any impacts if required; (iv) regular coordination with the EA / PMO. 
 

I. Introduction and Project Background 

 
1. The Government of Uzbekistan (Government) has requested Asian Development Bank 

(ADB) assistance for the establishment of three agro-logistics centers (ALCs), initially for 
horticulture, in three locations—Andijan, Samarkand, and Tashkent—considering international 
best practices. Such infrastructure will provide all necessary facilities and services under one roof: 
storage, auction, food safety certification, customs clearance, quarantine, transport, shipping, 
expert market advice, trade finance and commercial banking etc. Significantly larger volumes of 
products with improved quality could be marketed with better post-harvest logistics, notably cold 
storage and transport integrated with quality and safety standard certification, customs clearance, 
and quarantine provided through wholesale and export processing facilities in the vicinity of 
production areas. 
 

2. The ALCs will help expand horticulture export and thus promote better linkages with 
production, post-harvest processing, and handling following international quality, and safety 
standards. Increased export and domestic marketing of horticultural products will increase price 
transmission to small-scale producers, and small- and medium-sized agribusinesses. It will also 
help increase diversification of the agriculture sector from cotton to horticulture as it has more 
financial, economic, and less social and environmental concerns than cotton in the medium and 
long term. 
 

3. The project implementation period will be five years (2019–2023). The Uzbek Agro 
Industries and Food Security Agency (UzAIFSA) is the executing agency for the Project. Both the 
Uzbek Agro Industries and Food Security Agency (UzAIFSA) and the Ministry of Investments and 
Foreign Trade (MIFT) are the project implementing agencies. A project management office (PMO) 
is established under UZAIFSA and responsible for the overall land acquisition and resettlement 
(LAR) activities. A project management and supervision (PSC) consulting firm is responsible to 
assist the project implementation and supervision. 
 

4. The project will have two outputs: (i) agro-logistic centers established; and (ii) capacity to 
manage the agro-logistic centers enhanced. These outputs will result in the following outcome: 
export and domestic marketing of horticulture produce increased. The project will be aligned with 
the following impact: improved contribution of horticulture sector to inclusive economic growth. 
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5. This report is the 1st Semiannual Social Safeguard Monitoring Report (SSMR) prepared 
for Horticulture Value Chain Infrastructure Project- Establishment of agro-logistic centers (ALCs) 
in three locations—Andijan, Samarkand and Tashkent regions prepared by the project 
management and supervision consultant (PSC) –RUNGIS MARCHE INTERNATIONAL and it 
covers the period of January 2021 - June 2021. 

II.Profile of the project areas 

 
6. An agro-logistic center (ALC) is physical infrastructures where commercial exchanges are 

carried out, normally between producers, exporters, wholesalers, distributors and retailers, 
gathered with the objective of buying and selling products and where merchandise, that give rise 
to the exchange, is physically present. In these areas, it is also frequent the presence of other 
types of "operators" that provide logistic, financial and other activities necessary for the proper 
commercial operation and sanitary control of the food products that are marketed through the 
market. 
 

7. The ALCs are a public initiative, which aims to achieve greater efficiency in the marketing 
and export of agricultural products, improving the conditions in which transactions are currently 
carried out, promoting the concentration and classification of agricultural production and 
maximizing relations between producers, wholesalers, exporters and retailers. 
 

8. The ALCs will be built in Jomboy district of Samakqand province (Figure 1), Andijan district 

of Andijan province (Figure 2), Urta Chirchiq district of Tashkent province (Figure 3).  The ALCs 
will occupy 75.6 ha of agriculture land which will be acquired for the project in accordance with 
relevant national and ADB SPS (2009) requirements. 
 

 

Figure 1. Location of Project Site in Samarkand Province, Jomboy District 
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9. The site plots borders with the highway M-39 Samarkand-Tashkent. The railway line 
Samarkand-Tashkent is located on the north-west of the site. There are two settlements located 
close to contraction site – Rural Citizen Assembly (RCA) “Nazar” and RCA “Dehkonobod”. Stone 
crushing factory (marble processing) is located in 100 meters to the east from project site. 

 
 

Figure 2. Location of Project Site in Andijan Province, Andijan District 

 

10. The site plots borders with the highway connecting the Andijan city (central city of the 
Andijan province) and Asaka - second largest city in the province. The railway line Andijan- 
Fergana-Tashkent is located on the north-west of the site. There is small administrative building 
on the south west part of the plots. 
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           Figure 3. Location of Project Site in Tashkent Province, Urta Chirchiq District 

 
11. The site plots borders with the agricultural lands. The railway line Tashkent-Pap is located 

on the west of the site. There are two settlements located close to contraction site – Rural Citizen 
Assembly (RCA) “Surum” and RCA “Siadaul”. There is a building materials factory in the 
southeast side. 

12. A Master plan for creation of agro-logistic centers is developed under the current project. 
The Master Plan three centers will be implemented in two stages through gradually construction 
of the following building and facilities: 

First stage: i) post-harvest buildings, ii) cold storage, iii) 2 wholesale markets for small 
farmers and iv) customs, (v) administrative building. 

Second stage: i) wholesale markets for medium and large wholesalers, brokers and 
exporters, ii) added value activities building, iii) meat and dairy products pavilion and 
iv) upgrading of post-harvest buildings/ train terminal. 

 
13. Wholesale markets and administration will operate 10 hours per day, cold storages will 

operate 24 hours. Operation schedule of post-harvest facilities will be defined by ALC’s 
administration after ALC commissioning. 

 
14. The layouts of proposed ALCs are presented in Figure 4, 5, 6. The layout includes all 

facilities which will be constructed under Master Plan: 
 
1- entrance, 2 - administrative area, 3-electrical, water and other supplies, 4a - fruits and 
vegetables market for small farmers, 4b – F&V market for medium size farmers, 5 - meat 
market, 6-add-value pavilion, 7 - Area for storage, cleaning and management of 
packaging, pallets and crates., 8 – Cold storage Building, 9, 10,11 - post harvest area, 
12 –waste management area, 14 – water treatment plant, 15 – reserved area, 16 – 
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SUPERFICIE      

TOTAL DE 

Customs and warehouses for logistics and transport, containers and truck center, 17 - 
Train terminal / Dry port. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                Figure 4: Layout of Proposed ALC in Samarkand Province 
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Figure 5: Layout of Proposed ALC in Andijan Province 

 

                                                   Figure 6: Layout of Proposed ALC in Tashkent Province 

 

III.Project Management Team 

 

15. The project organization chart is depicted in Figure 7: 
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Figure 7: Project organization chart 

 

16. Presidential Decree No. PP-4406 of 29.07.2019 and Cabinet of Ministers Decree No. 761 
of 11.09.2019 are the basis for the implementation of this project.  
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17. Project implementation and management structure. The Uzbek Agro Industries and 
Food Security Agency (AIFSA) is the executing agency of the project and responsible for the 
overall implementation of the project. The Ministry for Foreign Trade (MFT) and the ALC 
management company (established) are the implementing agencies for the project. The MFT is 
responsible for the establishment of the ALC management company as a limited liability company, 
which is fully-owned by the government. The ALC management company is own, operate and 
manage the ALCs. The management board of the ALC management company, comprising of one 
managing director and two deputy managing directors, is responsible for the day-to-day 
operations of the ALC management company. 

 
18. The project management office (PMO) established under the AIFSA, and the project 

management and supervision consultant (PSC) engaged under the project are assist the ALC 
management company in setting up ALCs, including preparation of ALCs’ detailed designs, land 
acquisition, compliance with social and environmental safeguards, construction of civil works and 
purchase and installation of equipment. The PMO and the PSC will assist the ALC management 
company in recruiting a turnkey contractor to design and construct the ALCs. The ALC 
management company will supervise the detailed design and construction with assistance of the 
PMO and the PSC. 

19. Operation of the ALCs and private sector participation. The ALC management 
company will operate and manage the ALCs on commercial and cost-recovery principles. The 
ALC management company will lease out the ALC facilities to private sector users and/or 
operators on user-pays principle. Prospective private sector clients will include producers 
(farmers), processors, traders, exporters, and other support service providers such as transport 
companies, banks, insurance companies and brokerage houses, among others. With all post- 
harvest activities taking place within the premises, the ALCs will help strengthen linkages among 
value chain actors, both upstream and downstream, and increase efficiency gains and value 
addition along the horticulture value chain. 

 
20. Project team: PMO hired International Project management and supervision Consultant 

(PSC) - RUNGIS MARCHE INTERNATIONAL. This Consultant is responsible to monitor the 
entire project implementation and construction activities of the contractor and preparing 
semiannual / annual progress reports, which included the implementation of the safeguard issues 
that may occur during implementation of the project. All mitigation measures during construction 
will be implemented by the Contractors and these will be monitored by the PSC’s Environmental 
Specialist –Galina Petryaeva and Social and Resettlement Specialist- Botir Mavlaynov.   The 
PMO specialists responsible to oversee project’s safeguard issues are Social and resettlement is 
Mr. Aziz Rasulov and Environmental specialist Azamat Gulyamov, Social and Gender specialist 
Munnavar Mukhitdinova. 
 

 

IV.Scope and Requirements of Social Monitoring Report 

 

21.  Before commencing the construction of the civil works, the resettlement impacts 
should be screened and classified dealing with ADB SPS 2009 in which the project is categorized 
as B. Accordingly, in June-September 2020, IR impacts were identified by conducting the 
households socioeconomic census survey of the affected households throughout the three 
regions during the preliminary design phase. Subsequently, a Draft Land Acquisition and 
Resettlement Plans (LARPs) were prepared by the PMO. In the near time, once the final design 
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is approved, approximately in the first half  of 2022, adjustments to the aforementioned plans 
should be made and the compensation process should begin. 

 
22. Thus, the scope of this social safeguard semi-annual monitoring report is to explore the 

progress of the involuntary resettlement (IR) impacts and assess the status of the RP 
implementation process. The requirement of the internal social safeguard monitoring activities 
focuses on the current status of implementation of the social safeguard issues, progress in 
implementation of the social program and provision of feedbacks and suggestions for the full 
compliance with ADB and Government of Uzbekistan rules and regulations. 
 

23. This Semi-annual Social Monitoring Report is mandatory in compliance with the ADB 
social safeguards policy that covers the status of social safeguard implementation activities for 
the period of January to June 2021. 
 

V.Objective of Semi-Annual Monitoring Report 

 

24. The basic objective of this Semi-annual Monitoring Report is to assess the progress of 
social safeguards and resettlement impacts are undertaken during the implementation of the civil 
construction works of the project including the payment of compensations to the APs. The specific 
objectives are: assess the compensation and resettlement activities for which affected people are 
able to rebuild their livelihood prior to the land acquisition; identify the further IR impacts, if any, 
during the construction phase in which any new settlements are affected by the civil construction 
works; assess the life skill training and status of restoration of livelihoods; review the community 
consultations, discloser process, grievances & grievances redress mechanisms; assess status of 
the affected person in line with the rehabilitation and livelihood restoration program; monitor how 
surrounding communities are involved in the ongoing constructions activities for which they are 
getting economic / financial benefits, assess the safeguard measures at construction sites and 
other social issues that may come into the surface during the implementation phase. 

VI. Brief methodology 

 
25. This section presents information on general and special methods, which are used to 

prepare the Social safeguard monitoring report, including progress of LARP.  
 
26. In order to accurately assess the impacts of land acquisition, the following activities have 

been undertaken:   
 

27. Definition of affected lands: Based on land allotment documents issued by Hokimiyats 
and the cadastral office, a list of affected assets / land plots was prepared. Data was verified 
directly at the sites during measurements and censuses. 

 

28. Inventory of Losses / Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) is aimed to measure the 
size and type of land and other assets as well as to identify households or farms that will be 
affected by the permanent/temporary land acquisition. The inventory and DMS are based on the 
detailed design. Data on affected crops and trees is based on land acquisition documents and 
compensation calculations, which were then verified through direct inventory monitoring (detailed 
measurement survey) at the site. 
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29. Preliminary AP census survey was also carried out among the farmers who are likely to 
be affected temporarily or permanent due to construction of ALCs, in order to collect information 
on the socio-economic status of the affected peoples and communities, at levels such as 
education, livelihoods, income sources, poverty/income levels, and types of housing. This will 
help to understand the potential impact of loss of land and identify options for compensation for 
damages. 
 

30. Consultations with all project stakeholders, including AFs, governmental agencies and 
other affected parties;   
 

31. Estimation of compensation rates aimed to provide an initial cost estimate for the LARP 
based on the proposed entitlement matrix.   

 
32. The methodology applied for LARPs implementation includes reviewing and analysis of 

records and documents, updating the plans accordingly the final design. The PMO and PSC 
resettlement specialists in support of EA will work with regional and district Hokimiyats and local 
farmers’ associations, to identify the affected farmers and to issue the Hokim’s Resolutions for 
land acquisition and compensation payments. They will meet with all affected farmers, conducted 
campaigns to inform them about project and get the affected farmers agreement letters for land 
acquisition. 
 

33. Indicators for monitoring are the followings:  

− Monitoring of preparation, updating and implementation of Land acquisition and 
resettlement plan; 

− Progress on compensation payment; 

− Grievances by type and resolution status; 

− Public consultation (if required); 

− Status of vulnerable and Indigenous APs after project intervention (if there is any);  

− Status of income restoration program;  

− APs satisfaction and perception regarding compensation amount;  

− Compliance status of social and resettlement issues with ADB SPS. 

− Monitoring of gender action plan realization; 

VII.Compliance to safeguards provisions in agreements under the project 

7.1 Compliance to Project Administration Manual 

 
34. The Project Administration Manual (PAM) describes the essential administrative and 

management requirements to implement the project on time, within budget, and in accordance 
with Government and Asian Development Bank (ADB) policies and procedures. The PAM is 
mandatory and serves as the main document describing implementation details. The statuses of 
implementing the safeguard requirements set out in PAM are provided in Table 3 below.  

Table 3. Compliance to PAM 
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Details 
Compliance 

Status 
Remarks 

Section VII - Safeguards 

B. Land Acquisition and Resettlement   

The PMO will ensure that land acquisition 
will be carried out in accordance with 
Safeguard Policy Statement (2009) 
requirements, and applicable laws and 
regulations of Uzbekistan that have been 
referred to in the land acquisition and 
resettlement plans (LARPs). The AIFSA’s 
PMO will ensure that the LARPs will be 
implemented and monitored to ensure 
that no project affected person will suffer 
by unattended impacts associated with 
land acquisition.  
For implementing the LARP, AIFSA will 
ensure that: 

Being 
performed 

The PMO Social and Resettlement 
Specialist will prepare the updated 
LARPs for three project territory as 
the final design will be available, 
approximately in the first half of 
2022. 
 

(i) The AIFSA, as the executing agency, 
will establish a PMO with required 
staff, including a social safeguards 
and resettlement specialist within the 
PMO; 

Being 
performed 

During the reporting period, the 
PMO has started its activity on this 
question. In the PMO team, a 
resettlement and social specialist 
is available on full time basis. 

(ii) The draft LARPs will be updated after 
the detailed design is available. The 
resettlement specialist will carry out 
adequate consultations with the 
affected persons. The updated 
LARPs should indicate any change in 
land acquisition due to the detailed 
design, change in the number of the 
affected persons, and change in 
budget for the LARP implementation. 
However, the standards set in the 
entitlement matrix of the approved 
draft LARP cannot be lowered in the 
final LARP without any clear reasons; 

 

Being 
performed 

During the LARPs preparation 
consultation meetings with 
farmers were held in different 
periods - on March 16, 2018 in 
administrative buildings of Andijan 
district khokimiyat, on March 15, 
2018 in Jomboy district 
khokimiyat, Samarkand region 
and on May 27, 2020 in the 
secondary school #40 of Urta 
Chirchiq district, Tashkent region. 
After the completion of detailed 
design in 2021 new rounds of 
consultation will be held. Both 
individual consultations and focus 
group discussions are planned.   

(iii) The updated LARPs have to be 
submitted to ADB for concurrence 
prior to implementation and have to 
be submitted as early as possible 
after the detailed engineering design 
becomes available; 

Will be 
performed 

Complied with (approximately in 
the first half of 2022) 

(iv) The updated LARPs will be disclosed 
on the ADB and PMO website. The 
PMO will be responsible to disclose 
relevant information from the updated 
LARP to the affected people; 

Will be 
performed 

Complied with (approximately in 
the first half of 2022) 
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(v) The awarding of civil works contract 
will be done only after the affected 
households receive full payment of 
compensation, and a report on full 
payment of compensation needs to 
be submitted to ADB; 

Will be 
performed 

Complied with 

(vi) A report on monitoring the 
implementation of the LARP, 
including any grievances will be 
submitted to ADB on semi-annual 
basis until the payment of 
compensation to the affected 
households is completed; and 

 

Being 
performed 

Complied with 

(vii) The AIFSA, through the resettlement 
specialist of the PMO will observe 
any unanticipated impacts due to 
land acquisition and take necessary 
measures in accordance to the 
provision described in the LARPs. 

 

Being 
performed 

Complied with 

 

7.2 Compliance with Social Safeguard Covenants of Loan Agreement 

 
35. The status of Compliance with social Safeguard Covenants of Loan Agreement is 

presented in below: 
 

Table 4. Compliance to social safeguard covenants 

 

Details 
Compliance 

Status 
Remarks 

Schedule 5 – Execution of Project 

Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement 
The Borrower shall cause AIFSA to ensure 
that all land and all right-of-way required for 
the Project are made available to the Works 
contractor in accordance with the schedule 
agreed under the related Works contract and 
all land acquisition and resettlement activities 
are implemented in compliance with (a) all 
applicable laws and regulations of the 
Borrower relating to land acquisition and 
involuntary resettlement; (b) the involuntary 
Resettlement Safeguards; and (c) all 
measures and requirements set forth in the 
Resettlement Plan, and any corrective or 
preventive actions set forth in the Safeguards 
Monitoring Report. 

Being 
performed 

Complied with 
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Details 
Compliance 

Status 
Remarks 

Without limiting the application of the 
Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards or the 
each LARP, the Borrower shall cause AIFSA 
to ensure that no physical or economic 
displacement takes place in connection with 
the Project until: 

(a) Compensation and other entitlements 
have been provided to affected people 
in accordance with the each LARP; 
and 

(b) A comprehensive income and 
livelihood restoration program has 
been established in accordance with 
the each LARP. 

Being 
performed 

Complied with 

Indigenous Peoples 

The Borrower shall cause AIFSA to ensure 
that the Project does not have any Indigenous 
Peoples impact within the meaning of the 
SPS. In the event that the Project does have 
any such impact, the Borrower shall take and 
cause AIFSA to take all steps required to 
ensure that the Project complies with the 
applicable laws and regulations of the 
Borrower and with the SPS. 

Not 
applicable 

The project has been 
classified as category C for 
indigenous peoples 
safeguard. There are no 
indigenous people’s 
communities in the project 
area or in the country in 
general, as defined in the SPS 
for operational purposes. 
Accordingly, no indigenous 
peoples planning documents 
will be required. 

Human and Financial Resources to Implement Safeguard Requirements 

The Borrower shall make available or cause 
AIFSA to make available necessary budgetary 
and human resources to fully implement the 
EMPs and the LARPs. 

Being 
performed 

Currently, there are 3 
specialists working in PMO: 
- Social and Resettlement 
Specialist and 
- Environmental Specialist  
-Gender Specialist 

Safeguards-Related Provisions in Bidding Documents and Works Contracts 

The Borrower shall ensure, or cause AIFSA to 
ensure, that all bidding documents and 
contracts for Works contain provisions that 
require contractors to:  
(a) comply with the measures relevant to the 
contractor set forth in the IEEs, the EMPs and 
the LARPs (to the extent they concern impacts 
on affected people during construction), and 
any corrective or preventative actions set forth 
in a Safeguards Monitoring Report;  
(b) make available a budget for all such 
environmental and social measures;  

Being 
performed 

Complied with 
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Details 
Compliance 

Status 
Remarks 

(c) provide the Borrower with a written notice 
of any unanticipated environmental , 
resettlement, or indigenous people risks or 
impacts that arise during construction, 
implementation or operation of the Project that 
were not considered in the IEEs, the EMPs 
and the LARPs;  
(d) adequately record the condition of roads, 
agricultural land and other infrastructure prior 
to starting to transport materials and 
construction; and  
(e) reinstate pathways, other local 
infrastructure, and agricultural land to at least 
their pre-project condition upon the completion 
of construction. 
Safeguards Monitoring and Reporting 

The Borrower shall do the following, or cause 
AIFSA to do the following:  
(a) submit semiannual Safeguards Monitoring 
Reports to ADB and disclose relevant 
information from such reports to affected 
persons promptly upon submission;  
(b) if any unanticipated environmental and/or 
social risks and impacts arise during 
construction, implementation or operation of 
the Project that were not considered in the 
IEEs, the EMPs and the LARPs, promptly 
inform ADB of the occurrence of such risks or 
impacts, with detailed description of the event 
and proposed corrective action plan; and  
(c) report any actual or potential breach of 
compliance with the measures and 
requirements set forth in the EMPs or the 
LARPs promptly after becoming aware of the 
breach. 

 
 
Being 
performed 
 
 
 
 
 
Being 
performed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Being 
performed 

 
PMO submits the Semi-
annual Social Safeguard 
Monitoring Reports and 
Semi-annual Environmental 
Monitoring Reports to ADB.  
 
 
 
 
Being performed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Being performed 

Labor Standards, Health and Safety 

The Borrower shall cause AIFSA to ensure 
that the core labor standards and the 
Borrower’s applicable laws and regulations 
are complied with during Project 
implementation. The Borrower shall include 
and cause TPS to include specific provisions 
in the bidding documents and contracts 
financed by ADB under the Project requiring 
that the contractors, among other things: (a) 
comply with the Borrower’s applicable labor 
law and regulations and incorporate 
applicable workplace occupational safety 

Being 
performed 

All these issues and 
requirements will be included 
to the Particular Conditions of 
the Construction Contracts 
and are the integral parts of all 
contracts. These 
requirements will be also 
monitored regularly and 
include to the Semi-annual 
Safeguards Monitoring and 
Environmental Monitoring 
Reports. 
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Details 
Compliance 

Status 
Remarks 

norms; (b) do not use child labor; (c) do not 
discriminate workers in respect of employment 
and occupation; (d) do not use forced labor; 
(e) allow freedom of association as permitted 
under the Borrower’s applicable laws; and (f) 
disseminate, or engage appropriate service 
providers to disseminate, information on the 
risks of sexually transmitted diseases, 
including HIV/AIDS, to the employees of 
contractors engaged under the Project and to 
members of the local communities 
surrounding the Project area, particularly 
women. 
The Borrower shall strictly monitor and cause 
AIFSA to strictly monitor compliance with the 
requirements set forth in paragraph 10 above 
and provide ADB with regular reports. 

Being 
performed 

Gender and Development 
The Borrower shall cause AIFSA to ensure 
that  
(a) the GAP is implemented in accordance 
with its terms;  
(b) the bidding documents and contracts 
include relevant provisions for contractors to 
comply with the measures set forth in the 
GAP;  
(c) adequate resources are allocated for 
implementation of the GAP;  
(d) progress on implementation of the GAP, 
including progress toward achieving key 
gender outcome and output targets, are 
regularly monitored and reported to ADB. 
(e) key gender outcome and output targets 
include, but not limited to: 
(i) promote jobs for female workers in the 
ALCs; 
(ii)improve entrepreneurs abilities for existing 
and potential women entrepreneurs; 
(iii) monitor employment created by the ALCs 
for female workers, and agribusiness start-ups 
by female entrepreneurs; 
(iv) recruit national social and gender officer in 
the project management office; 
(v) identify gender focal points in the ALC 
Management Company; and 
(vi) ensure collection of sex-disaggregated 
baseline and end-line information, and monitor 
trends on number of female beneficiaries. 

Being 
performed  

During this reporting period 
the semi-annual GAP 
Implementation Reports were 
submitted to ADB. 
GAP status realization 
presented in table 7 this 
report.  
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Details 
Compliance 

Status 
Remarks 

 
 

7.3 Project Economic Impacts 

36. Agricultural gross domestic product (GDP) in the Republic of Uzbekistan (Uzbekistan) 
grew at an annual average rate of 9.8% over the period 2010–2015. During 2005–2015, with the 
agriculture sector, horticulture has witnessed dramatic change and increased importance to the 
economy. Production areas have increased significantly (vegetable by 41%, melons (and 
watermelons) by 53%; fruits and berries by 28%). The Government of Uzbekistan aims to 
enhance the horticulture value chain to increase export of horticulture products. 

 
37. The government aims to take more steps to increase agriculture production. Measures 

include: 
(i) further structural reforms in agriculture and diversification of agricultural production; (ii) 
mechanization of agriculture, improvement of infrastructure, and development of 
agribusiness; (iii) more productive use of land and water; (iv) greater financial stability of farm 
entities; and (v) more market-oriented agricultural policies. 
38. The proposed project will finance the establishment of agro-logistics centers (ALCs), 

initially for horticulture, in three provinces - Tashkent, Andijan and Samarkand - taking into 
account international best practices. Such infrastructure will provide all necessary facilities and 
services under one roof: storage, auction, food safety certification, customs clearance, 
quarantine, transport, shipping, expert market advice, trade finance and commercial banking etc. 
Significantly larger volumes of products with improved quality could be marketed with better post-
harvest logistics, notably cold storage and transport integrated with quality and safety standard 
certification, customs clearance, and quarantine provided through wholesale and export 
processing facilities in the vicinity of production areas. 

 
39. The ALCs will help expand horticulture export and thus promote better linkages with 

production, post-harvest processing, and handling following international quality, and safety 
standards. Increased export and domestic marketing of horticultural products will increase price 
transmission to small-scale producers, and small- and medium-sized agribusinesses. It will also 
help increase diversification of the agriculture sector from cotton to horticulture as it has more 
financial, economic, and less social and environmental concerns than cotton in the medium and 
long term. 

40. The project will have two outputs: (i) agro-logistic centers established; and (ii) capacity to 
manage the agro-logistic centers enhanced. These outputs will result in the following outcome: 
export and domestic marketing of horticulture produce increased. The project will be aligned with 
the following impact: improved contribution of horticulture sector to inclusive economic growth. 
 

7.4 Project Categorization & Involuntary Resettlement Impact 

41. In line with ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009, the project was screened in 
the beginning in which the project categorized as “B” for involuntary resettlement.  The Draft 
LARPs are based on the census and socio-economic survey carried out in June- September 2020 
based on preliminary design of the ALC project. The draft LARPs indicated that the project will 
require approximately 75 ha of land. Permanent land acquisition -30 ha Tashkent region, 23 ha 
Andijan region, 22 ha Samarkand region which will affect approximately 132 affected persons. 
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42. The project involves acquisition of land under private use measuring 75 ha belonging to 3 
owners, temporary acquisition of land is not identified yet. All land required for the project are 
owned by the State.  The involuntary resettlement impacts have been summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Summary of Impacts 

# Type of 

Impact 

Permanent 
Impact in 

Samarkand 
region 

Permanent 
Impact in 
Andijan 
region 

Permanent 
Impact in 
Tashkent 

region 

Total impact 
in three 
regions 

Comments 

1. Number of affected Villages 0 1 1 2  

2. Number of affected land 
parcels 

2 1 2 5  

3. Affected land area (ha) 22.0 23.06 30 75.06 In Samarkand region based 
on the information from 
khokimiyat and landowners 
khokimiyat compensated land 
acquisition by allocating other 
land plots, and land owners do 
not have any claims for 
compensation of the property 
rights, crop or income loss 

4. Affected agricultural land 
area (ha) 

22.0 23.06 30 75.06  

5. Affected arable/crop land 
area (ha) 

22.0 23 30 75  

6. Affected Orchard/ Garden 
land area (ha) 

0 0 0 0  

7. Affected Non-agricultural 
land area (ha) 

0 0 0 0  

8. Number of severely 
AHs/APs 

0 1 2 3  

9. Number of vulnerable AHs 0 0 0 0  

10. Number of affected Trees 0 0 0 0  

11. Number of affected 
residential structures 

0 0 0 0  

12. Number of affected non-

residential structures 

0 0 0 0  

13. Number of affected 
businesses 

0 0 0 0  

14. Number of affected 
seasonal agricultural 
laborers (AHs) 

0 16 0 16  

15. Number of affected 

permanent agricultural 

laborers (AHs) 

0 17 3 20  

16. Number of total AHs 0 92 5 97 92-Including 12 APs of 1 AHs 
covered by census, as well as 
extrapolated number of 80 
APs 
of 16 agricultural laborers’ 
AHs 

17. Number of total APs 0 92 40 132 40- Including 25 APs of 2 AHs 
covered by census, as well as 
extrapolated number of 15 
APs 
of 3 agricultural laborers’ AHs 

Source: Census and Social Survey, June-September 2020 
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43. There are no affected families in this project who would qualify under the vulnerable 
category. None of the affected families belong to low-income 10 group and there are no indigenous 
peoples, nor families headed by elderly or families having differentially abled persons.  

7.5 Monitoring Overview and Objective 

 

44. Monitoring Specialist is assigned by PMO for the internal monitoring of LARP for which 
specific monitoring parameters has been established to report on: 

 
(i) compensation of affected structures and other assets; 
(ii) Status of land allocation; 
(iii) payments for loss of income; 
(iv) income restoration activities.  

 
45. In dealing with the PMO, the Social Specialist will be responsible for overall internal 

monitoring of the social safeguard’s activities and evaluation of the project’s progress.  The Social 
Specialist will monitor and verify LARPs implementation process to determine whether 
resettlement goals have been achieved, livelihood and living standards have been restored, and 
provide recommendations for improvement.  

46. The first social safeguard monitoring report will confirm if all provisions in the LARP 
including compensation payments and rehabilitation assistance have been provided fully 
(compensation already paid). Subsequent monitoring will also identify concerns and grievances 
from stakeholders and the issues related to the Involuntary Resettlement (IR) that may arise 
during project implementation and recommend appropriate corrective actions. The monitoring 
reports will be sent to ADB by PMU twice a year for the entire project period. 
 

47. The monitoring involves administrative monitoring to ensure that implementation is on 
schedule and problems are dealt with on a timely. Social Specialist through PMO is tasked: (i) 
monitor the progress of implementation of LARP, (ii) verify the compliance with safeguard 
measures and their progress toward intended outcomes, (iii) monitor disclosing periodic 
monitoring reports, (iv) submit semi-annual resettlement reports (SRMR) to ADB. 
 

48. This LARPs implementation report contains: (i) Accomplishment to-Date (ii) objectives 
attained and not attained during the period and explanation if not attained, (iii) problems 
encountered, grievances received and addressed, consultations carried out during the reporting 
period, if any, and (iv) suggested options for corrective measures.  

 

7.6 Ongoing Project Activities 

49. After Notice to Proceed, PSC first mobilized their local Environmental and Resettlement 
Consultants. The PSC Consultants started working under the distance guidance of the TL to 
review project documents and preparing semi-annuals reports. In parallel, monitoring of 
implementation of Land Acquisition and Resettlement (LARP) and Social Safeguards aspects of 
the project including preparation of safeguards related reports to satisfy project and  ADB 
conditionality and as contractual obligations. 
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7.7 LARP and Social Safeguard Monitoring Results, Jan – June 2021 

Scope of Social Safeguard Monitoring Report (SSMR)  

50. SSMR has been prepared for PMO and ADB by the Social/Resettlement Specialists of the 
supervision consultant through assessments of social safeguards and LAR related issues that 
may occur within the period of construction and develop mitigation measures, required 
respectively. 
 

51. Social safeguard monitoring objects are the following:  
 

 Land acquisition and resettlement issues (permanent / temporary); 

 Compensation payments; 

 Unanticipated LAR and social issues; 

 Labor, Gender, Health, and Social Protection issues; 

 GRM and complaints.  
 

52. The following activities were carried out by Consultant during the current reporting periods 
for  monitoring purpose: 

 Review of Project Documents: The documents/reports included FS, LARPs, PAM, IEEs 
and other relevant project reports. The purpose of such a documents review was to get 
necessary secondary data about the project in general and to understand about the 
current project implementation status particularly in connection to LAR and social issues; 

 Sites visit and examination: As a part of monitoring Consultant is planning to visit the 
project sites and conducted required survey, investigations and consultation among 
different project stakeholders. The site visits will conducted at the end of September 2021. 

 Prepared Survey Instruments: To conduct impact evaluation and socioeconomic 
survey, a short questionnaires and checklist for consultation were prepared. As a part of 
the site visits Consultant will be conduct surveys and consultations as planned. 

 Site visit report: A field visit report will be prepared after completion of site visiting, 
consultation meetings with stakeholders. The objective of such consultation meetings will 
be to understand and assess their understanding/perception level about the project and 
their participation/ involvement in different activities of the project from beginning to date 
as well as monitoring of any complaints related to the project implementation. 

 Monitoring report: After compilation of data/information collection through documents 
review, survey, consultation, all data has been analyzed and incorporated into next report. 

 
 

Impacts 
 

53. There will be no physical displacement as per the project preliminary design.  
 
54. The project has both permanent and temporary impacts in terms of land acquisition. 

Permanent land acquisition includes loss of land permanently required for construction of three 
ALCs. Temporary land acquisition includes loss of land required temporarily during construction 
period for road access and etc. Construction of ALCs may cause loss of crops for one season 
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during the construction period. An inventory of losses and a project level census of the affected 
persons were carried out based on the preliminary feasibility study. Additional inventory surveys 
will be carried out at the detailed design and LARP update stage. 

 
 
Consultations 
 

55. The consultations were carried out with the farmers of affected farmlands, Mahalla 
Committees, representatives of local Hokimiyats at first stages of LARPs preparation. 

 
Таble 6: Summary of Consultations 

 

 Place District Date Definitions  

1 Administrative 
buildings of Andijan 
district khokimiyat 

Andijan  
district 

16 March 2018 Representatives of three 
settlements surrounded the 
project site – Terak tagi and 
Dekhqonobod participated the 
meeting. (70 people -47% 
women) Organized with 
affected farmers to discuss in 
more detail the lands affected 
by the project. 

2 Meeting in Jomboy 
district khokimiyat, 
Samarkand region 

Jomboy 
district 

15 March 2018 43 people from local 
communities have been 
participated in PC from 2 
settlements surrounding the 
project site (Nazar and 
Dekhqonobod), of which 14 
(33%) were females. 

3 Meeting with affected 
farmers Tashkent 
province, Urta 
Chirchik district, on 
the territory of 
Saidaul-Bakht 
mahalla 

Urta 
Chirchik 
district 

22 May 2020 20 ha of project land belongs 
to the Asliddin-Shamsiddin 
farm, the second plot of land 
belongs to the Diyerbek-Oybek 
farm. 

4. In the secondary 
school #40 of Urta 
Chirchiq district 

Urta 
Chirchiq 
district 

27 May 2020 In total 22 participants, 
representing three settlements 
surrounded the project site – 
Sayidovul, Surum and Kultepa 
makhallas participated in the 
meeting. PC participants were 
introduced with project’s main 
features, results of 
environmental assessment 
and preliminary results of 
finding in terms of 
resettlements impacts. 

5. Meeting in Jomboy 
district khokimiyat, 
Samarkand region, 
Makhalla Nazar 

Jomboy 
district 

18-19 June 2020 FGD  with citizens of Nazar 
makhalla, meeting in 
Khokimuat with deputy 
Khakim, in deeps interview 
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with two affected 
farmers.(Alisher Nuraliev, 
Obidjon Rustamov)  

6 Meeting with affected 
farmers Andijan 
district, Andijan region 

Andijan  
district 

8-9 July 2021 Meeting with the head of the 
Shamsiddin Niez farm, 
meeting with Khakim of 
Andijan district. 
In addition, the Andijan 
Regional Department of 
Environmental Protection, 
officials from the Department 
of Foreign Trade and 
Investment of the Andijan 
Regional Administration, 
officials from the Department 
of Agriculture, Mahhal Ismoilov 
representatives and 
representatives from the 
Andijan Regional Project 
Implementation Unit of the 
agency Ibrahimov and 
Keyumov attended the 
meeting. 

 
56. Consultations will be continued throughout the project cycle. The project information 

dissemination is being made through the disclosure of the resettlement planning document. 
Copies of the final LARPs will be disclosed on the ADB website (in English) and on the website 
of AIFSA (in Russian and English languages) upon approval. 
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VIII.GENDER ACTION PLAN 

 

57. The proposed project is categorized as “effective gender mainstreaming (EGM)”. The main 
thrusts of gender development associated with the project investment are to (i) improve female 
entrepreneurship in horticulture business development and management, and (ii) promote job 
creation for female workers directly and indirectly. Detailed gender action plan (GAP) is presented 
in Table 7. 

Table 7: Project Gender Action Plan Status 

Activities 
Performance Targets/ 

Indicators 
Responsibility Status 

Outcome: Production and value addition of horticulture products increased 

1. Promote jobs for 
female workers in the 
horticulture value chain 

Direct incremental jobs in the 
horticulture value chain created by 
ALCs: 75,000 fulltime jobs 
(equivalent), for on-farm, 
transportation, sorting, packaging, 
and certification, including 15,000 
jobs for female workers (2017 
baseline: 0.9 million) 

Project management 
office (PMO) and ALC 
management company 

The target was not 
carried out since 
Tashkent region 
was not added to 
PAM.  

2. Monitor employment 
created by ALCs for 
female workers, and 
agribusiness startups by 
female entrepreneurs 

Monitoring and reporting, on bi- 
annual basis, employment for 
female workers and agribusiness 
startups by female entrepreneurs 

PMO (social and gender 
officer) in collaboration 
with Council of Farmers 
of Uzbekistan, 
Khokimiyats, Women 
Committee of 
Uzbekistan, and ALC 
management company 

Not yet due, to be 
updated when 
ALCs will be 
established. 

Output 1: ALCs Established 

1.1. Ensure gender 
inclusive designs of 
ALCs logistics centers 

2 ALCs in Andijan and Samarkand 
have adequate number of 
separate sanitary facilities for men 
and women. 

PMO and ALC 
management company 

Not yet due 
These factors will 
be taken into 
account during the 
construction. 

1.2. Promote jobs for 
female workers in the 
agro-logistic centers 
(ALCs) 

320 employees working in ALCs 
facilities in Andijan and 
Samarkand, at least 25% of which 
is female (2018 baseline: zero; 
2023 target: 80 female 
employees) 

PMO and ALC 
management company 

Not yet due, 
planned to start in 
2022. 
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Activities 
Performance 

Targets/ 
Indicators 

Responsibility Status 

Output 2: ALCs Management Capacity Improved 

2.1. Ensure women 
representation in the 
company management 
and operations 

The management and operation 
staff of ALC management 
company has at least 20% 
female members (2018 
baseline: 0; 2023 target: 10 
female staff) 

PMO and ALC 
management 
company 

To date, there are 7 
staff members, 2 of 
which are female 
members (28%). 

2.2. Improve capacity of 
the ALC management, 
core staff and employees 
and lessees in operations 
and maintenance and 
gender awareness 

At least 10 training workshops 
with gender awareness modules 
conducted for core staff of the 
ALC management company and 
ALCs facility lessees, and 
workers in ALCs to enhance 
capacity to manage, operate, 
and maintain the ALCs (120 
individuals, including 30 female) 
(2018 
baseline: 0) 

PMO and ALC 
management 
company 

Not yet due, planned 
to start in 2022. 

2.3. Improve 
entrepreneurial abilities 
for existing and potential 
women entrepreneurs 

At least 50 potential start-up 
entrepreneurs, including 10 
women entrepreneurs, in 
Andijan and Samarkand 
provinces are trained in 
horticulture business 
development and 
management. (2018 baseline: 
0) 

PMO and ALC 
management 
company in 
collaboration 
with Council of 
farmers, WC and 
Local 
government 

Not yet due, to be 
updated when ALCs 
will be established. 

3. Gender Actions related to Project Management 
3.1. Recruit national 
social and gender officer in 
the PMO 

Social and gender officer 
available in the PMO on full time 
basis 

PMO Munavvarkhon 
Mykhitdinova has 
been hired as a social 
and gender officer 
since December 28, 
2020. 

3.2. Identify gender focal 
points in the ALC 
management company 

Availability of gender focal point 
in ALC management company to 
implement and monitor GAP and 
relevant targets 

PMO (social and 
gender officer) 
and ALC 
management 
company 

In Samarkand, Andijan 
and Tashkent regions, 
women/men are 
assisted by the 
representatives of the 
PMO (Vakillar) in 
obtaining information. 

3.3. Ensure collection of 
sex-disaggregated 
baseline and end-line 
information, and monitor 
trends on number of 
female beneficiaries 

Sex-disaggregated socio- 
economic indicators are 
identified. 

 
Baseline data collection is 
undertaken, and gender 
analysis is conducted and 
updated during the project 
implementation period 

PMO (social and 
gender officer) in 
association with 
ALC 
management 
company 

The information is 
collected by PMO 
(social and gender 
officer). 
To date, the data has 
been collected about 
existing horticulture 
companies in 
Tashkent, Samarkand 
and Andijan regions, 
which may be potential 
beneficiaries in the 
horticulture value 
chain.by Q2 2023 
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ALC = agro-logistic center, GAP = gender action plan, PMO = project management office, Q = quarter. 

Source: Asian Development Bank. 

58. In line with ADB Effective Gender Mainstreaming (EGM), a Gender Action Plan (GAP) has 
been prepared and the activities GAP will be monitoring throughout the project cycle in which 
women will be involved in the project activities.  

IX.GRM 

 
59. A grievance redress mechanism is established at the project level by co-opting the local 

grievance redress mechanism according to the law, to allow affected persons appealing any 
disagreeable decision, practice or activity arising from land or other assets compensation. APs 
were fully informed of their rights and of the procedures for addressing complaints whether 
verbally or in writing during consultation. The project level grievance mechanism does not impede 
an aggrieved person’s access to the country’s judicial or administrative remedies. The aggrieved 
persons can approach a court of law at any time and independent of the project level grievance 
redress process. AIFSA ensures that grievances and complaints on any aspect of the land 
acquisition, compensation, and resettlement are addressed in a timely and satisfactory manner. 
AIFSA and its PMO keep records of complaints received for its use and monitoring as well as for 
review by ADB during regular supervision missions. 

 
60. There was not any grievance during the reporting period. 
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X.Conclusion 

 
61. The permanent LAR impacts based on the detailed design will be covered by LARPs 

updated and disclosed at ADB website as soon as detailed design will be ready.  All compensation 
payments will be paid to project affected persons after the LARPs will be updated.  

62. As a part of the Loan agreement Social safeguard Consultant conducts semiannual 
monitoring of social and LAR risks during the contraction period. The main objective of the report 
is monitoring of LAR and social risks and development of mitigation and remedial measures for 
social and IR impacts, as required.  

 
63. The overall progress resulted by social safeguard monitoring for January –June 2021 are 

shown in table below. 

Overall progress of social monitoring Table 8 

 

Indicator Progress 
Next stage of 
monitoring 

LAR Issues (permanent 
impacts) 

  

Land acquisition 
Need to be updated 

Compensation payment 
will be under monitoring 

Compensation payment for 
lost structures 

Need to be updated 
Compensation payment 
will be under monitoring 

Associated compensation 
payments  

Need to be updated 
Compensation payment 
will be under monitoring 

 
Temporary land acquisition  Need to be updated Will be under monitoring 
Unanticipated LAR impacts Civil works are not 

started 
Will be under monitoring 

 
Grievance redress 
mechanism  

On-going (functioning 
efficiently) 

All complaints will be 
under monitoring 

Social safeguard 
monitoring at stage of 
construction work 

Civil works are not 
started  

Will be under monitoring 

 

74. Recommendation for next Social safeguards monitoring and evaluation report:  
 

(i) Monitoring the process and progress status on detailed design development to initiate 

LARPs updating.  

(ii) Assessment the potential unanticipated LAR impacts; 

(iii) Monitoring and assessment of complaints received upon the project; 

(iv) Develop required actions and measures to mitigate any impacts, if required; 

(v) Regular coordination with the EA / PMO. 

 


